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ABSTRACT
Chromosomal Structural Variation (SV) such as translocations, inversions, deletions, and
duplications are rearrangements of one or several DNA molecules. SVs are widespread
across the human genome, and each individual carries thousands of SVs of different types
and sizes. SV are known to contribute both to phenotypic diversity and disease traits, and
are therefore of interest in multiple fields, including rare diseases research, and clinical
diagnostics.
Herein, we present five studies, focused on the analysis of SV using whole genome
sequencing (WGS). The project has increased our knowledge regarding the frequency,
structure and mechanisms of formation of structural variants in the human genome. In
Paper I, II, and IV, we develop and evaluate software for detection and analysis of SV
using WGS data. In Paper II, III and IV, we utilize WGS data to delineate the structure
and determine the mechanism of formation of several complex SVs. In Paper II, we
compare multiple sequencing technologies, and apply these technologies to solve the
structure of three complex chromosomal rearrangements. Lastly, in Paper V, we validate
the use of SV calling from WGS as a routine test in rare disease diagnostics.
Through these studies, we developed and tested tools suitable for WGS SV analysis in a
clinical setting. These tools are now part of the routine clinical pipeline; and many of the
tools are used by researchers and clinics around the world.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary field, applying computer science and statistics to
answer biological questions. Bioinformatics is a relatively young field: the term was coined
in the 1970s by Paulien Hogeweg and Ben Hesper, and was not popularized until the
emergence of high throughput biology in the 1990s (Hogeweg 2011). The field has grown
steadily since the emergence of high throughput biology, mainly due to the rapid generation
of large amounts of data at a low cost; this phenomenon is exemplified with the early
human genome project, were so called shotgun sequencing was applied to read and analyze
millions of short DNA fragments (Venter et al. 1998).
Today, Bioinformatics is present in a wide range of biological disciplines, including
Environmental biology (Zeigler Allen et al. 2017), Genomics (Mikkelsen et al. 2005), and
Systems biology (English et al. 2011). Bioinformaticians work with a great variety of tasks,
including data mining (Bolser et al. 2017), image analysis (van der Donk et al. 2018), and
software development (Li 2013). In everyday communication, a bioinformatician is a
researcher or clinician working primarily with any of the topics covered by bioinformatics.
As such, bioinformaticians come from variety of backgrounds, and includes biostatisticians,
software developers, and molecular biologists.
This thesis discusses the bioinformatics necessary to analyze structural variation (SV) using
whole genome sequencing (WGS) data in a clinical setting; including the development and
benchmarking of software, as well as evaluation of massively parallel sequencing (MPS)
technologies.
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1.1

THE HUMAN GENOME

The first human genome was sequenced through the Human genome project (Lander et al.
2001) and by the Celera corporation (Venter et al. 1998); providing a draft reference
genome. This draft genome consisted of 24 haploid chromosomes 1-22, X and Y, and
totaled 3.08 billion bases (Collins et al. 2004). Notably, the human genome is highly
repetitive: 66% of the human genome consists of so-called repeat elements (de Koning et
al. 2011) – short sequences of DNA present in multiple copies across the genome (Figure
1A). Additionally, 5% of the human genome consists of segmental duplications –
sequences longer than 1 Kilo base pairs (Kbp) that are present in more than two copies in
the haploid genome (Sharp et al. 2005) (Figure 1B). The number of human genes is not
fully known, and estimates vary between 26,000 – 68,000 genes – mainly due to different
methods for detecting and classifying the genes, as well as different definitions on what
genes are (Salzberg 2018); roughly 21,000 of these genes encode for proteins (Salzberg
2018), the remainder encode for various types of regulatory RNA (Morris and Mattick
2014), or pseudo genes – genes that are duplicated an then mutated beyond their original
function (Zheng et al. 2007). Although the genes cover roughly 50% of the genome (Figure
1C), only 2% of the genome consist of coding regions (Kinsella et al. 2011) – the remainder
is believed to have regulatory (Dunham et al. 2012), structural (Sahlén et al. 2015), no
significant, or unknown function.

2

Figure 1. Circos heatmap plots illustrating the density of A) repeat elements, B) segmental
duplications, and C) protein coding genes. The densities are computed for bins sized 3 Mbp, spread
evenly across the human genome. The color indicates the percentage coverage of each feature
within each bin; white < 0.5%, blue < 15%, green < 30%, yellow < 45%, orange < 60%, red < 75%,
and black > 75%.

The total cost of the human genome project was 3 billion dollars; since then, the sequencing
cost has decreased steadily, and today, a human genome may be sequenced for less than
1000$, allowing for routine clinical applications (Hayden 2014). This decrease in
sequencing cost is explained by the rapid development of the MPS platforms, offering
higher throughput at a lower cost. The human reference genome has improved greatly since
the completion of the human genome project (Schneider et al. 2017); however, the majority
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(70%) of the sequence originates from only one individual; as such, there’s a lack of
population specific sequence (Seo et al. 2016). A number of nationwide population
genomic studies have been now performed and these studies indicate that there is a great
genetic variability among individuals and populations, and that there is a great benefit in
creating so called local reference genomes (Boomsma et al. 2014; Ameur et al. 2017;
Maretty et al. 2017).
1.2

STRUCTURAL VARIATION

Structural variation (SV) is genetic variation covering at least 1 Kbp. There’s an abundance
of SV in the human genome where on average every individual carry roughly 10,000 SVs
(Sudmant et al. 2015). Taken together, SVs comprise the largest proportion of sequence
variation between individuals (Sudmant et al. 2015), and act as an important contributor to
the evolution of the human genome (Prüfer et al. 2012; Lupski 2015) Therefore, it is not
surprising that SVs are important contributors to the phenotypic traits of human individuals
(Lupski 2015). There is a great diversity of SV: SV may be unbalanced, i.e. involving the
gain or loss of sequence, or balanced involving no gain or loss of sequence (Lupski 2015).
Unbalanced SV comprise of deletions (loss of one or more copies), duplication (gain of a
single copy), as well as amplification (consisting of gains of more than one copy of
sequence) (Redon et al. 2006). Duplications are commonly classified based on the
positioning and orientation of the duplicate copy. Additionally, sequence may be inserted
into the human genome through viral infection (Vogt 1997) or mutation (Sherman et al.
2019), such SV are known as novel sequence insertions.
Balanced SVs are divided into two categories: translocations (i.e. repositioning of
sequence) (Scriven et al. 1998) and inversions (Feuk 2010). Translocations may be further
divided into interchromosomal translocations (exchange between chromosomes) or
intrachromosomal translocations (repositioning of sequence within a single chromosome)
(Tümer et al. 1992).
4

SVs are commonly described using the human genome variation society (HGVS)
nomenclature (Taschner and den Dunnen 2011) and it’s extension, implemented in the
ISCN nomenclature (ISCN 2016), allowing for standardized description of all SVs in the
human genome.
1.2.1 Mechanisms of SV formation
SVs are formed as a consequence of double stranded DNA breaks (McClintock 1941) or
through errors during DNA replication (Lupski 2015). These breaks and errors are repaired
using a variety of pathways; different enzymes are present at different stages of the cell
cycle, and various enzymes act on different features of the genome. Therefore, these
mechanisms produce SV carrying different characteristic (Haber 2000); these
characteristics can be recognized by analyzing the breakpoint junctions (Weckselblatt and
Rudd 2015).
Fork stalling and template switching (FoSTeS) is an example of a replicative SV formation
mechanism (Gu et al. 2008). FoSTeS may occur if the DNA polymerase is stalled during
active DNA replication; the DNA polymerase is more likely to be stalled in regions were
the DNA is likely to form secondary structures such as hairpins (Zhang et al. 2009). Once
DNA replication is stalled, nearby replication forks may switch DNA templates using
complementary template microhomology, resulting in the replication of aberrant
chromosomes (Lee et al. 2007). FoSTeS is commonly characterized by small templated
insertions at the breakpoint junction of SV (Weckselblatt and Rudd 2015).
Non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) is another SV formation mechanism.
NAHR is performed using the same enzymatic machinery as homologous recombination;
however, instead of involving alleles, NAHR involves non-allelic regions sharing high
sequence similarity (Shaw 2004). NAHR may occur due to misalignment of the chromatids
during meiosis (Gu et al. 2008), resulting in recombination between homologous and nonallelic sequences. However NAHR may also occur as a mechanism of repairing double
5

stranded DNA breaks (Mao et al. 2008). NAHR may occur throughout the entire cell cycle,
but is mostly occurring throughout the S and G2 phases (Mao et al. 2008). Similar to
homologous recombination, NAHR can only occur between homologous regions. Such
regions include segmental duplications and repeat elements such as long interspersed
nuclear elements (LINEs). SVs located within such regions are therefore likely to be
formed through NAHR (Weckselblatt and Rudd 2015).
Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) is a mechanism utilized to repair double stranded
DNA breaks (Haber 2000); NHEJ is one of the major repair mechanisms in eukaryotic
organisms, and may occur throughout the entire cell cycle (Mao et al. 2008). NHEJ utilize
short (5-25 bp) stretches of microhomology to guide the fusion of double stranded DNA
breaks. SVs formed through NHEJ can therefore be recognized by the presence of short
stretches of microhomology at the breakpoint junction (Weckselblatt and Rudd 2015).
1.2.2 Complex genomic rearrangements
Complex genomic rearrangements (CGRs) are genomic rearrangements consisting of at
least two adjacent breakpoint junctions. CGRs are commonly found in cancer genomes.
Germline pathogenic CGRs are rare phenomena causing a variety of disorders, including
intellectual disabilities and malformation (Collins et al. 2017). However, CGRs may be
phenotypically neutral, and small CGRs are found in every individual (Collins et al. 2019).
CGRs arise through a diversity of mechanisms; these mechanisms give rise to characteristic
rearrangements that can be identified by analyzing a variety of features, including copy
number changes, orientation of the fragments, and the clustering of the breakpoints
(Pellestor 2019).
Discovered in the late 1930s, the Breakage-Fusion-Bridge cycles (BFB cycles) is the first
mechanism describing the formation of CGR (McClintock 1938; McClintock 1941). BFB
cycles may be initiated through telomeric attrition. Chromatids lacking a telomere may fuse
with other chromatids; during anaphase, these fused chromatids will be pulled apart:
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resulting in two rearranged chromatids lacking telomere, allowing for multiple cycles of
bridging, fusion and breakage (McClintock 1941). The BFB cycle will end only if a
telomere is gained, or if the aberrant chromosome forms a ring chromosome. CGRs
produced through BFB cycles are therefore characterized as terminal rearrangements, often
including a terminal deletion (Figure 2). CGRs formed through BFB cycles will have an
overrepresentation of fragments fused in head-to-head, tail-to-tail configurations (Kinsella
and Bafna 2012). Each fusion is an independent event, the breakpoints are therefore likely
to not cluster, and the resulting CGR can be recognized as the product of a multistep
process. BFB-cycles may give rise to any copy number states, including deletions and
duplications, or entirely copy number neutral CGRs (Zakov and Bafna 2014).

Figure 2. A CGR formed through BFB-cycles. The rearrangement consists of the deletion of the
chromosome 5 p-terminal and duplication of the q-terminal, followed by characteristic inverted
duplications. The rearrangement is presented in Paper III.
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Chromothripsis is another well-known mechanism: chromothripsis is a cataclysmic event
caused by instantaneous and localized pulverization of one or a few (<4) chromosomes or
chromosome arms. This pulverization may be caused by various events, including viral
infection, errors during cell division, or radiation (Koltsova et al. 2019); recently,
chromothripsis has been shown to occur through the formation of micronuclei (Zhang et al.
2015). Once shattered, the resulting DNA fragments are either degraded or fused into
aberrant chromosomes by the DNA repair machinery (Pellestor 2019). The CGRs formed
by chromothripsis will therefore involve a large number (>10) of clustered breakpoints; the
fragments are fused and degraded randomly resulting in randomly positioned and oriented
fragments (Zhang et al. 2009) including both deletions and copy number neutral segments
(Korbel and Campbell 2013) (Figure 3).

Figure 3. A CGR formed through chromothripsis. A chromotriptic rearrangement of
chromosome 1, with breakpoints clustering on p36.22-p35.3; the rearrangement consists of 34
fragments. The figure is adapted from Paper II.
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Chromoanasynthesis occurs due to replicative stress (Liu et al. 2011) and such stress may
be due to endogenous factors, including DNA secondary structures, as well as exogenous
factors, including radiation. Once stalled, the replication fork may undergo a series of error
prone repair mechanisms, including FoSTeS, resulting in aberrant chromosomes (Pellestor
2019). Chromoanasynthesis is known to involve a large number of chromosomes and
chromosome arms (>3), the breakpoints are not necessarily clustered, and reflect the 3D
structure of the DNA at the time point of the event. Usually, chromoanasynthesis involve a
small number (<20) of dispersed breakpoints (Figure 4). Chromoanasynthesis may give rise
to any copy number events, including amplifications – and the type of event reflect the path
taken by the DNA polymerases replicating the chromosomes (Korbel and Campbell 2013;
Zepeda-Mendoza and Morton 2019).
Figure 4. A CGR formed through chromoanasynthesis. A complex rearrangement on
chromosome 21; the rearrangement includes duplications (blue), as well as deletions (red). The
derivative chromosome is shown below. The figure is adapted from Paper III.
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Lastly, chromoplexy is a newly reported mechanism of CGR formation (Baca et al. 2013).
Chromoplexy is caused by catastrophic errors during transcription (Haffner et al. 2010),
resulting in aberrant chromosomes similar to, but distinct from those formed by
chromothripsis. Co-regulated genes are brought close together during active transcription,
forming so called transcription hubs (Babu et al. 2004). During transcription, the chromatin
is opened and the DNA is made accessible and unprotected (Ehrenhofer-Murray 2004); the
DNA is therefore more likely to break. Chromoplexy is caused by breakage of the DNA in
such transcription hub, followed by incorrect repair by the broken DNA strand (Haffner et
al. 2010). Chromoplexy may occur as a single catastrophic event similar to chromothripsis,
but may also occur as a chain process (Zhang et al. 2013).
CGRs formed by chromoplexy may therefore be characterized based on the positioning of
the breakpoints, the breakpoints should be located within and around genes that are coregulated. The breakpoints could be clustered, but also non-clustered, and the positioning of
the breakpoints reflects on the 3D structure of the transcription hub; commonly
chromoplexy include a large (>2) number of chromosomes. Compared to chromothripsis,
the breakpoints are usually fewer and more dispersed. Copy number variation (CNV) is
atypical to chromoplexy, and the CGRs are entirely balanced except for small deletions at
the breakpoint junctions (Zepeda-Mendoza and Morton 2019). Figure 5 illustrates an
example of a CGR formed through chromoplexy; the CGR is balanced, and consists of 24
breakpoints spread across four chromosomes (1, 4, 10, 11). The majority of the breakpoints
are located close to genes.
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Figure 5. A CGR formed through chromoplexy illustrated as a Circos plot. The gene names
(AFF1, KMT2A, MLLT10, MLLT11) indicate genes affected by the rearrangement. The black arcs
illustrate the breakpoint junctions of the rearrangement.

1.3

MASSIVELY PARALLEL SEQUENCING

MPS is a term used to describe any technology used to sequence (i.e. to read) a large
number (commonly millions) of DNA fragments (Shendure and Ji 2008) in parallel. MPS
may be used to sequence the entire genome of an organism (Venter et al. 1998), such
experiment is known as WGS. Additionally, MPS may be used to sequence selected regions
of interest (Albert et al. 2007), such as the whole exome (WES), or a group of known
disease genes (usually known as a gene panel). Recently, MPS has also been applied to
sequence RNA (Brenner et al. 2000), analyze epigenetic markers (Johnson et al. 2007),
DNA conformation (Dekker et al. 2002), and to quantify protein levels (Stoeckius et al.
2017).
The first commercially available MPS platform (Genome Sequencer 20) was presented in
2005 by Roche (Margulies et al. 2005), and a great diversity of sequencing platforms has
been developed since (Barba et al. 2013). Each MPS platform utilize different biochemical
11

properties of the DNA (Healy 2007) or DNA replication (Purushothaman et al. 2006) to
obtain the DNA sequence. Notably, each of these platforms perform differently, providing
DNA sequences of different length, quality, and cost (Barba et al. 2013); as such, there is a
great need of comparing various platforms in order to find the optimum method for a given
task. Today, MPS is used for the diagnostics of a variety of diseases, including inborn
diseases such as intellectual disabilities and malformations (Bowling et al. 2017), as well as
acquired diseases, such as cancer (Laduca et al. 2014). MPS platforms are usually divided
into two categories: short-read sequencers and long-read sequencers. The short-read
sequencers have a higher throughput, and are more accurate compared to the long-read
sequencers (McNaughton et al. 2019). On the other hand, the long-read sequencers produce
longer reads (Lee et al. 2016), which is necessary for analyzing the repetitive regions of the
genome. As of date, there are three major commercially available providers of short-read
sequencing technologies: Illumina dye sequencing (Bennett 2004) (first marketed by Solexa
and acquired by Illumina Inc), semiconductor sequencing (Purushothaman et al. 2006)
(marketed by Thermo Fisher under the brand Ion Torrent), and DNA nanoball sequencing
(Drmanac et al. 2010) (commercialized by Complete Genomics and acquired by Beijing
Genomics Institute (BGI)); as well as numerous smaller providers, such as Qiagen
(https://www.qiagen.com/us/).

1.4

ILLUMINA DYE SEQUENCING

Illumina dye sequencing dominates the sequencing market due to the low cost, low error
rate and high throughput of their platforms (Quail et al. 2012). The platform is applied to a
wide range of applications, including RNA sequencing (Nagalakshmi et al. 2008), DNA
sequencing (Sudmant et al. 2015), and various epigenetic analyses (Barski et al. 2007).
Typically, the read length is set to 151 bp, but the read length may vary from 25 to 300 bp
depending on application and platform (Quail et al. 2012). The quality of the sequenced
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bases decreases towards the end of the read (Dohm et al. 2008), therefore, it is typically not
practical to sequence reads longer than 151 bp. Today, the standard human WGS sample
consists of roughly 300 million pairs of reads, resulting in 30X average coverage across the
genome. However, higher coverage may be desired in the analysis of cancer samples
(Griffith et al. 2015). For economic reasons, a lower coverage may be necessary when
analyzing large populations (Gusev et al. 2012; Sudmant et al. 2015; Chiang et al. 2018;
Liu et al. 2018).
Illumina dye sequencing is performed in a stepwise manner, the DNA is first prepared to a
library, next clonally amplified to increase signal strength, and finally sequenced. There are
a wide range of library preparation protocols. Briefly the DNA is purified, fragmented, and
a sequencing adapter is ligated to each end of the DNA fragments (Rhodes et al. 2014). The
sequencing adapter is a small DNA fragment designed to hybridize with complementary
DNA sequences on the surface of a small glass chip, the flow cell (Holt and Jones 2008).
Once the DNA is hybridized to the flow cell, each DNA fragment is amplified into
thousands of identical copies. This process is known as clustering. Once clustering is
complete, complementary sequences are separated and rinsed from the flow cell, such that
only single stranded DNA fragments of the same strand remains (Balasubramanian 2011).
Now the flow cell is ready for sequencing; the flow cell is filled with a solution containing
DNA polymerase and nucleotides. Historically, these nucleotides carry a fluorescent label
specific to each of the four nucleotides (A, C, T, G); however, more recent platforms use a
two channel system were C and T are represented as red and green; A is represented as a
mix of green and red, and G is unlabeled (Illumina Inc 2013). Additionally, each nucleotide
carries a reversible 3' blocker, preventing the addition of multiple nucleotides
(Balasubramanian 2011).
The DNA polymerases will add the complementary nucleotide to each fragment in every
cluster on the flow cell. The solution is thereafter washed away, leaving the DNA
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fragments as well as the recently added fluorescent label. The fluorescence of each cluster
is captured using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, thereby recording which
nucleotide was inserted. The fluorescent label, as well as the 3’blocker is then cleaved from
the fragments, and washed away from the flow cell. This procedure is repeated for a
number of cycles, resulting in reads of the same length as the number of cycles
(Balasubramanian 2011). The resulting measurements are stored in a base call file (BCL).

1.4.1 Paired-end sequencing
The Illumina sequencing platforms may be used to generate reads of 25-300bp in length. It
is unpractical to generate longer reads, since the base qualities decrease for each sequenced
base of the read (Dohm et al. 2008). Instead, it is common to sequence both ends of a
longer DNA fragment (300-550bp), so called paired-end (PE) sequencing (Fullwood et al.
2009). The process of sequencing both ends is initially the same as when sequencing a
single read. However, once the first read is sequenced, another round of bridge-PCR is
initialized. Through this reaction, the complementary strand of the initially sequenced
strand is regenerated; allowing for the sequencing of both ends of the fragments (Illumina
Inc 2009). PE sequencing data is useful in many settings, including SV detection and de
novo assembly (Korbel et al. 2007). In particular, the PE reads may be used to align the
reads uniquely close to repeat regions; resulting in a higher horizontal coverage across the
genome (Lander et al. 2001). However, single read sequencing is cheaper compared to PE
sequencing, and may therefore be preferred for some applications (Griffith et al. 2015).

1.4.2 Mate-pair sequencing
PE sequencing is used to sequence both ends of DNA fragments sized (300-550 bp), which
increases the horizontal coverage across the genome (Venter et al. 1998). However, 300550 bp is short compared to many of the repeats within the human genome (Sharp et al.
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2005), and larger insert sizes are therefore required to overcome such repeats. However,
fragments larger than 1 Kbp cluster poorly, resulting in low yield and low quality (Bronner
et al. 2014; Tan et al. 2019).
This limitation may be overcome through mate-pair (MP) sequencing (van Heesch et al.
2013). In MP sequencing protocols, the DNA is sheared into larger fragments (3-100 Kbp),
the resulting fragments are size selected, and circularized. Non-circularized DNA is
removed by digestion; resulting in a circularized DNA library consisting of fragments of
similar sizes. The circularized DNA is cleaved open into fragments of 300-600 bp, such
that the ends of the original fragments now are the ends of the resulting smaller fragment
(Illumina 2016). The resulting fragments are therefore of small enough size to produce
clusters of high quality, yet they provide long range information not present in the standard
PE experiment (Van Nieuwerburgh et al. 2012).
Although MP sequencing allows for the resolving of repetitive regions (Kelley and
Salzberg 2010), the library-preparation is lengthy and expensive; additionally, the resulting
libraries may suffer from low complexity (few unique molecules), and may therefore yield
a higher duplication rate when sequenced (Van Nieuwerburgh et al. 2012). Therefore, it is
preferred to perform shallow sequencing using MP protocols, combined with deeper
sequencing using standard short PE sequencing (van Heesch et al. 2013; Maretty et al.
2017).
1.4.3 Linked-read sequencing
Long-range information is useful in both research and clinical settings, and is necessary for
the phasing of genetic variation in cis, as well as detection of SV located in repetitive
regions (Cretu Stancu et al. 2017). Linked-read sequencing provides long-range
information using the Illumina short-read sequencing platforms, and is therefore cost
effective compared to current single molecule sequencers (Zheng et al. 2016). As of date,
10X genomics is the only commercially available solution of linked-read sequencing.
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Linked-read sequencing is however a widely researched topic, and there are many solutions
being developed (Redin et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2017). All these methods have in common
that the long DNA molecules are separated in droplets, with ideally one molecule per
droplet. Inside this droplet, the molecules are fragmented and a barcode is added to each
fragment. This barcode is unique for each droplet, and is therefore shared with all
fragments originating from that droplet. The fragments, along with their barcodes are then
sequenced on an Illumina sequencer, using a standard PE protocol (Zheng et al. 2016;
Redin et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2017).
The reads are later analyzed using specialized softwares that group (or link) the reads
according to barcode to form longer chains of reads in silico (Weisenfeld et al. 2017).
These synthetic long molecules may be used to phase SNVs, call SVs
(https://github.com/10XGenomics/longranger), and improve de novo assemblies (Jackman
et al. 2018).

1.5

OPTICAL MAPPING

Optical mapping is a technology used to create genomic maps through fluorescent labeling
of long DNA molecules (Schwartz et al. 1993). Today, Bionano genomics (Cao et al. 2014)
is the only commercially available solution; however, there is a great variety of approaches
in literature, including the OPGen Argus platform (Onmus-Leone et al. 2013), which was
discontinued in 2015 (www.opgen.com). An optical map is created by introducing
fluorescent probes into long DNA molecules at specified DNA motifs (i.e. short sequences
of DNA). These probes are subsequently imaged using fluorescent microscopy (Schwartz et
al. 1993; Onmus-Leone et al. 2013; Cao et al. 2014). The resulting maps are error corrected
and assembled in-silico, resulting in long consensus maps consisting of multiple molecules;
such consensus maps may span entire chromosome arms (Deschamps et al. 2018), and
usually result in the assembly of discrete haploblocks (Chan et al. 2018). Lastly, the
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resulting maps are used for hybrid-assembly (Deschamps et al. 2018) or SV detection (Cao
et al. 2014).

1.6

LONG-READ SEQUENCING

Long-read sequencing is a term used to describe technologies used to produce long-reads
(average >10 Kbp) (Lee et al. 2016). Long-reads are desirable in order to span repetitive
regions and to characterize the structure of the chromosomes; this is important for SV
detection (Cretu Stancu et al. 2017), phasing of the genomes (Chan et al. 2018), as well as
for the creation of reference genomes (Deschamps et al. 2018). As of date, there are two
commercially available long-read sequencing technologies: Oxford Nanopore (Stoddart et
al. 2009), as well as Pacific Biosciences SMRT (Levene et al. 2003); however, there is a
diversity of experimental long-read technologies, including electron-microscopy sequencers
(Michalet et al. 1997; Bell et al. 2012) and graphene nanopore sequencers (Haque et al.
2013). Long-read sequencing allows for the direct sequencing of single molecules, which is
advantageous as it allows for the characterization of full transcripts (Depledge et al. 2019),
reduces various sequencing biases (Goldstein et al. 2019), and allows for the analysis of
epigenetic markers (Gigante et al. 2019).
Despite these advantages, the use of long-read sequencing is limited. The error rate of longread sequencing is high, and commonly, there is one sequencing error for every tenth base
(Rang et al. 2018). Long-read sequencing is typically at least three times as expensive per
base pair, and high depth may be required in order to compensate for the high error rate
(Rang et al. 2018). The preparation of long-read sequencing libraries are challenging
compared to short-read sequencing libraries: the DNA fragments are fragile, and too
fragmented DNA will provide poor data, conversely, long DNA molecules are prone to
worsen the throughput of the sequencers (Schalamun et al. 2019).
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1.7

ANALYSIS OF WGS DATA

The analysis of sequencing data is performed in a stepwise manner. These steps are usually
performed by pipelines. A pipeline is a software that controls and runs other software in an
organized and reproducible manner and many such pipelines are available. Some are
focused on smaller tasks, such as preprocessing of sequencing data or variant calling
(https://github.com/J35P312/FindSV), while others, perform the entire end-to-end WGS
analysis (Figure 6) (Stranneheim et al. 2014). The majority of the pipelines are focused on a
single sequencing technology; and most of the pipelines are custom made to suit the needs
of the group or company that developed it.
Regardless of the pipeline or sequencing platform, assembly (either de novo or by mapping
to a reference) is one of the first steps of the analysis (Langmead et al. 2009). The assembly
process is then followed by quality control (QC), and filtering, or labeling of low-quality
data. Once the preprocessing is complete, variant analysis may be initiated. The following
sections describes the analysis of WGS data.
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Figure 6. A flowchart representing the WGS analysis performed by the mutation
interpretation pipeline (MIP). The MIP pipeline, used by Clinical Genomics Stockholm, accepts
fastq files as input, and returns a variety of outputs, including variant calls and QC metrics.
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1.7.1 Mapping assembly
Mapping assembly (or simply alignment) is commonly used when working with human
whole genome data. In part because of its ease of use, but also due to lower computational
cost compared to de novo assembly, which is the only alternative method (Ekblom and
Wolf 2014).
Alignment is the process of mapping the sequenced reads to a reference genome
(Langmead et al. 2009). This process is performed using software called aligners or
mappers. Today BWA (Li 2013) is the most commonly used aligner. However, there are a
large number of aligners available. These include Novoalign (http://www.novocraft.com),
SOAP2 (R. Li et al. 2009), and Bowtie (Langmead et al. 2009), as well as a large number of
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less commonly used tools. The aligners use different algorithms and statistics to align the
sequencing data to the reference genome.
Additionally, the aligners add non-standard information using different formats to their
output binary alignment map (BAM) (H. Li et al. 2009) file; this information may be
necessary in downstream analysis such as variant calling. The licensing of the tools is
another factor to consider, for instance, BWA is open source, while Novoalign is
commercially developed. Hence the choice of aligner is not only depending on the
performance of the aligner, but also on the downstream analysis, and the setting which the
analysis takes place (i.e. academic or commercial). Due to the importance of sequence
alignment, a number of studies have been conducted to compare the performance of the
aligners. In general, different aligners perform differently on different genomes and
sequencing technologies. On Illumina data, Novoalign has the greatest overall sensitivity
while aligners utilizing the full-text index in minute space (FM) index has the smallest
computational demand (Shang et al. 2014; Thankaswamy-Kosalai et al. 2017).
1.7.2 De novo assembly
De novo assembly is the second fundamental method for assembling the WGS reads. De
novo assembly is performed by merging similar reads into longer contiguous sequences
(Myers et al. 2000). These contiguous sequences are commonly known as contigs, and
serves as the basis for performing a wide range of tasks, including variant calling (Li 2015),
transcriptome assembly (Grabherr et al. 2011), and creation of reference genomes (Myers et
al. 2000; Lander et al. 2001). Most de novo assemblers follow two distinct approaches: the
overlap approach (Hernandez et al. 2008), or the De Bruin graph approach (Zerbino and
Birney 2008). The overlap approach is rather intuitive: The assembler compares all reads
against each other, and merges reads that satisfy a certain overlap threshold. This process
may be performed in various ways, commonly, an overlap graph or table is constructed.
These data structures describe the amount of overlap between the reads; once constructed,
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these data structures are simplified and converted into contigs (Peltola et al. 1984). Due to
the large number of reads in a typical WGS experiment (600 millions), an all versus all read
comparison is no longer feasible, as such, the most moderns overlap assemblers utilize
indices, allowing the reads to be compared at a smaller time complexity (Li 2012; Simpson
and Durbin 2012)
The De Bruin graph method is fundamentally different from the overlap method; instead of
comparing the reads directly, the reads are separated into substrings of a length commonly
specified by the user (Simpson et al. 2009). These substrings are known as k-mers, and all
substrings of a specified length will be extracted from each read. As such there will be 89
k-mers per read, if the read length is 150, and the k-mer length is set to 61. The assembler
will analyze every read, and extract every k-mer, and simultaneously, it will create a De
Bruin graph. In this graph, each k-mer specifies a node, and each vertex specify the overlap
between k-mers. Once the graph is constructed, the graph is simplified and converted into
contigs (Zerbino and Birney 2008). Through this process, no all-versus all comparison is
performed, as such, the De Bruin graph approach is potentially faster than the overlap
approach, on the other hand, the resulting assembly may be less contiguous due to the short
k-mer length (Chopra et al. 2014), and some De Bruin assemblers are prone to utilize large
amounts of memory due to the size and complexity of the graph (Khan et al. 2018).
Upon finishing the assembly, one can continue with downstream analyses, such as QC
(Gurevich et al. 2013), or variant calling (Li 2012). However, it is also common to increase
the contiguousness of the assembly through scaffolding. Scaffolding is the process of
joining contigs into longer sequences (Venter et al. 1998), commonly referred to scaffolds.
Scaffolding is performed using programs called scaffolders (Sahlin et al. 2014), but may
also be performed internally by the De novo assembler (Simpson et al. 2009). The
scaffolders use PE reads (Sahlin et al. 2014), or long-reads (Warren et al. 2015) to
determine which contigs are most likely to originate from closely located sequences, and to
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determine the order of such contigs. Typically, the reads (long-reads, or PEs) are aligned to
the previously assembled contigs. Thereafter, a graph, or table is constructed to specify the
distance between contigs (Sahlin et al. 2014; Warren et al. 2015). Simplifying such graphs,
the order, and closeness of contigs may be determined, and the result is returned as a Fasta
file, containing the scaffolds.
Lastly, the scaffolds may be joined, and validated through complementary methods,
including FISH (Shearer et al. 2014), and Sanger sequencing (Goldberg et al. 2006).
Scaffolds may also be evaluated, and joined through comparative genomics (Mikkelsen et
al. 2005; Zimin et al. 2009) .
1.7.3 Quality control and filtering
Once the sequencing data is assembled or aligned, preprocessing of the aligned data takes
place. Preprocessing includes filtering (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/), QC (Ewels et
al. 2016), as well as general preprocessing, including indexing and sorting of the data (H. Li
et al. 2009).
There is a diversity of filters which may be applied to the sequencing data. Which filter to
apply depends partly on the previous assembly strategy (i.e. de novo or mapping), and the
downstream analysis of the WGS data. Briefly, the filtering of de novo-assemblies may
include removal of short or poorly supported contigs, as well as removal of contaminant
contigs (i.e. contigs not originating from the species/individual of interest, often originating
from viruses or bacteria) (Nederbragt et al. 2010). Instead, the filtering of mapping
assemblies includes removal of duplicates: reads that correspond to the exact same
sequence; duplicates may either be marked (i.e. kept, but flagged as duplicate), or filtered
(that is, removed from the dataset) (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/), other filters may
include removal of contaminants, unaligned reads, or adapter sequences
(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/).
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Once the filtering is complete, QC is initiated. QC is needed to understand if, and to what
degree the data can be trusted. Poor quality data may yield false positives, as well as false
negatives. Common QC metrics include duplication rate (the percentage of reads flagged as
duplicates), mean coverage, horizontal coverage (usually described as a percentage of the
genome fulfilling a coverage threshold, such as 20X), the percentage of sequenced bases
over a certain probability threshold, as well as the GC distribution of the sequenced reads
(Ewels et al. 2016). Comparing these metrics to known high quality datasets, the user may
infer if a newly sequenced dataset is of high or low quality.
Lastly, the more general pre-processing includes indexing and sorting; the reads are
generally sorted based on their genomic coordinate, this is necessary to make the
downstream analysis efficient (McKenna et al. 2010). Commonly, the reads are sorted
using tools such as samtools (H. Li et al. 2009) and bedtools (Quinlan and Hall 2010). Once
the preprocessing is complete, the downstream analysis is initiated. Downstream analyses
vary depending on the organism and the purpose of the experiment. Downstream analysis
typically involves variant detection, or comparative analysis between species or individuals
(McKenna et al. 2010; Ekblom and Wolf 2014). The subsequent section will discuss the
detection of SV in great detail.
1.7.4 Structural variation calling
Once the preprocessing of the WGS data is complete, SV detection may be initiated. SV
detection is performed by software dubbed “callers”; these software packages search the
genome for signals indicating large genomic differences between the reference and the
sequenced individual. In short-read sequencing data, these signals include unexpected
regional read depth, split reads, as well as read pairs mapping in an unexpected pattern
(Hormozdiari et al. 2009). Similarly, regional read depth, and split reads are used for the
detection of SV in long-read sequencing data (Deschamps et al. 2018); however, since
long-reads are unpaired, no read pair analysis can be performed.
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In addition to the search and clustering of these signals, most callers include various filters
to distinguish true variation from noise such as misalignments and contamination (Ye et al.
2009; Chen et al. 2015); some examples of these filters are found in Paper I.
Patterns in the read depth may be used to detect CNV. There is a large number of tools
available for detecting CNV based on read depth signals; allowing detection of germline
variants (Abyzov et al. 2011) as well as tumor normal analysis (Boeva et al. 2012). All read
depth callers classify high coverage regions as duplications (Figure 7A), and low coverage
regions as deletions (Figure 7B) (Abyzov et al. 2011; Boeva et al. 2012).

Figure 7. An illustration on how the read coverage depends on the copy number of a genomic
region. The arrows indicate the WGS reads, and the colored boxes symbolize different genomic
regions. A) A tandem duplication of the grey region, and B) a deletion of the black region.
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Usually, the callers apply GC normalization, as well as correction for low mappability. The
detection of CNV usually involves segmentation. The aim of the segmentation process is to
divide the genome into segments (regions) based on the local copy number. The copy
number is inferred from the normalized read coverage, as well as the user given, or
assumed ploidy of the organism. Once the genome is segmented into various copy number
regions, the regions are quality checked and reported to the user (commonly via a VCF file)
(Abyzov et al. 2011; Boeva et al. 2012).
Split reads are another commonly used signal used for SV detection. Split reads are defined
as reads that are split across the reference (i.e. one part of the reads map to a certain region,
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and the other part to a distant genomic region). Split reads may be used to detect a wide
range of SVs, including CNVs, inversions, and translocations (Ye et al. 2009). These
variants are recognized based on the orientation and positioning of the split reads. For
instance, a deletion may be found by searching for split reads spanning the breakpoint
junction (Figure 8A). Interchromosomal translocations are indicated by reads being split
between two chromosomes (Figure 8B). An inversion may be recognized as split reads
were half of the read maps to the forward strand, while the other half maps to the reverse
strand of a distant region on the same chromosome (Figure 8C).

Figure 8. An illustration of how split reads signals arises in the WGS data. The arrows illustrate
reads, arrows separated by dashed lines indicate split reads, and the colored boxes symbolize
different genomic regions. A) A deletion of the black region. B) An interchromosomal translocation
between the grey and white chromosome. C) Inversion of the grey and black regions.
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In contrast to the two other signals, split reads resolve the breakpoint junctions to the
nucleotide level; which is useful to study the mechanisms of the formation of SV. Split read
SV detection dominates the SV analysis in long-read sequencing data (Cretu Stancu et al.
2017); mainly because the reads are long enough to span the breakpoint junction as well as
nearby repeats where SV often occur. Therefore long-reads are likely to map confidently to
both sides of the breakpoint junction (Figure 8). In contrast the amount of split reads are
limited in short-read sequencing data: the split reads are too short to span repeat regions,
and significant parts of the read (usually >20 bp) must be located on both sides of the
junction to produce confident alignments, limiting the detection rate of split read callers of
short-read data (Tattini et al. 2015).
There are multiple split read callers available, such as Pindel, which uses a pattern growth
algorithm to detect small SV using short-read sequencing data (usually less than 10Kbp)
(Ye et al. 2009). Sniffles (Sedlazeck et al. 2018) and NanoSV (Cretu Stancu et al. 2017) are
popular tools used for SV analysis in long-read WGS data.
Discordant pairs are the third signal that may be used to detect SV. Discordant pairs are
read pairs that map in an unexpected pattern in relation to the other read pairs. Such pattern
includes abnormal orientation and/or too large distance of the reads in a read pair (Tattini et
al. 2015). Discordant pairs may be used to detect a wide range of variants, including CNVs,
inversions and translocations (Figure 9). Discordant pairs effectively span repetitive or
noisy regions of the genome, allowing detection of SV in these regions (this is especially
true for large insert libraries). On the other hand, the insert size distribution is noisy,
limiting the resolution of the discordant pair approach (Tattini et al. 2015).
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Figure 9. An illustration of how discordant pairs arises in the WGS data. The pairs arrows
illustrate the read pairs, and the colored boxes symbolize different genomic regions. As shown, the
insert size is normal in the case, and extended to an abnormal length when aligned to the reference
genome. The figure illustrates A) a tandem duplication of the grey region, B) A deletion of the
black region, C) an inversion of the grey and black region, and D) a translocation between the gray
and white chromosomes.
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SV callers utilizing discordant pairs are among the most successful SV callers; they allow
detection of a wide spectrum of sizes and types of variants, at a low computational cost.
Hence, it is not surprising that a multitude of discordant pair callers has been developed
(Chen et al. 2009; Tattini et al. 2015).
In addition to these three signals, SV may be detected through de novo assembly. There are
two distinct de novo assembly approaches, local assembly and whole genome (WG)
assembly (Baker 2012; Narzisi et al. 2013). WG de novo assembly aims to assemble all
reads across the entire genome at once, thereby assembling the sequenced genome
independently from the reference. Once the assembly process is complete, the resulting
contigs are aligned to the reference genome – allowing a direct comparison between the
patient and reference genome (Li 2015; Nattestad and Schatz 2016); once the contigs are
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aligned to the genome, the SV may be found using an approach similar to split read SV
detection (Figure 8). WG de novo assembly allows for detection and classification of all
SV, and is the only effective method for detection of large novel sequence insertions and
population specific sequence. However, the usage of WG de novo assembly is limited by
high computational costs: WG de novo assembly of one individual may take weeks, and is a
highly complicated process (Simpson et al. 2009). Despite these difficulties, there is a wide
range of WG de novo assembly variant calling solutions available. Some of these are
comprehensive and include all steps necessary to assemble and call variants (Li 2015).
Other tools perform the variant calling only; these tools require the user to assemble and
align the WGS data, requiring more knowledge while allowing for more flexibility
(Nattestad and Schatz 2016).
In contrast to WG de novo assembly, local de novo assembly is a targeted approach were
regions are extracted from the aligned sequencing data, and later re-assembled through de
novo assembly. The local de novo assembly approach is usually faster than the WG
approach (Narzisi et al. 2013). On the other hand, the results are highly dependent on the
initial alignment of the data. Hence, local de novo assembly fails to capitalize on the
greatest advantage of de novo assembly – a representation of the genome that is
independent from the reference. Nevertheless, local de novo assembly algorithms are
widely utilized for detection of small variants (usually less than 1Kbp) (Narzisi et al. 2013),
or in concert with other signals (Chong et al. 2016).
Lastly, all, or any number of these signals may be combined. By combining multiple
signals, the overall detection rate, precision, and SV classification is improved. Most of the
current top performing callers use such an approach, including Manta (Chen et al. 2015)
and TIDDIT (Eisfeldt et al. 2017). Manta detects SV through discordant pairs and split
reads, and improves the classification of the candidate variants through local de novo
assembly; this approach is particularly useful for small variants. Similarly, TIDDIT detects
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variants through discordant pairs and split reads, but instead of local de novo assembly,
TIDDIT analyses the read coverage to classify the variants; which is useful for analyzing
large variants (>1Kbp).
1.8

ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

An algorithm is a specification of a procedure. Such procedure may have one, zero, or
multiple inputs, as well as one or multiple outputs; these input signals are converted into the
output signals through the procedure specified by the algorithm (Soare 2009). Algorithms
are not confined to computer science, cooking recipes or construction plans may also be
classified as algorithms. An algorithm is designed to solve a certain problem; it may be a
complex problem, such as how to control a space shuttle, but may also be a simple problem,
such as how to cook coffee. There are two classical approaches for designing algorithms:
the top-down approach, or the bottom-up approach. In the top-down approach, the
algorithm is detailed through decomposition: the designer starts from an overview of
problem, and works inwards to specify the components in greater detail (Mostow 1985).
Conversely, in the bottom-up approach, the designer creates chains of various simpler
components, thereby constructing a more complex algorithm/software (Mostow 1985).
Software algorithms can typically be created using either a top-down or a bottom-up
approach.
Consider a simple pipeline, this pipeline accepts a BCL file as input, performs BCL to
FASTQ conversion, alignment, variant calling, and annotation to produce an annotated
VCF.
Using a top-down approach, the developer would create an overview of the system.
The input is BCL, processing takes place in between, and the output is a VCF file.
Next, the developer would decompose the processing block into submodules, such as
preprocessing and variant analysis; these two blocks are then further decomposed, until the
proposed pipeline is finished.
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Instead, when using the bottom-up approach, the developer will piece various systems
(software packages) together to form a new more complex system. The developer may start
from the input, and decide to add the bcl2fastq tool (Illumina 2019), which takes a BCL file
as input and produces a FASTQ file, thereafter, the developer adds an aligner, which inputs
the resulting FASTQ and produces a BAM file. This process is continued until the entire
pipeline is detailed.
Different algorithms may solve problems in different ways (in the same sense that many
recipes may produce the same dish); such different approaches are referred to as algorithm
paradigms. There are many algorithm paradigms, some are favored because they are simple
to design, others because they may be turned into efficient software. Three common
algorithm paradigms are brute force, greedy, and divide and conquer (Cormen et al. 2001).
A brute force algorithm will search for the optimum results by testing all possible solutions
of a problem (Cormen et al. 2001). For instance, an aligner may map a read to the reference
by comparing the read to every position in the genome: such search would be slow, but in
time, the aligner would find the best possible position of that read.
Greedy algorithms are designed to make the most rewarding choice at each given timepoint
(i.e. the local optimum), by doing so, the software designer hopes to approach the best
possible outcome (global optimum) (Cormen et al. 2001). Greedy algorithms are relatively
easy and intuitive (i.e. cheap) to design, but in contrast to the brute force algorithm, the
greedy algorithm will seldom reach the global optimum. An example of a greedy algorithm
would be a chess player that always makes the most rewarding move; such strategy is
unlikely to produce a victory (global optimum), but may initially provide good results.
Lastly, the divide and conquer algorithm involves splitting a problem into smaller
problems. By dividing the problem into subsections, the problem may easily and quickly be
solved (Cormen et al. 2001). Usually, these algorithms are recursive; the algorithm creates
a smaller problem by dividing the input in two, these two parts are given as input to the
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same algorithm, that once again divides the sub problems into two, until the problem is so
small, that it is trivial to solve. Upon reaching this point, the algorithm reassembles the
solutions of each sub-problem, until these solutions are assembled into the solution (output)
of the initial, much greater and demanding problem (Hoare 1962). Such approach is usually
time and memory efficient, especially on modern computers that involve a large number of
processing cores (Cederman and Tsigas 2008); on the other hand, the divide and conquer
approach is complicated to design and maintain, and may therefore be expensive to
implement. Some of the most efficient sorting algorithms are classical examples of divide
and conquer algorithms: both samtools (H. Li et al. 2009) and sambamba (Tarasov et al.
2015) utilize divide and conquer strategies to divide large WGS datasets into chunks that
may quickly be sorted in the random access memory (RAM) of a computer.
A useful algorithm needs to be easy to maintain, and to perform its task using a limited
amount of resources. The efficiency, or formally complexity, of an algorithm is usually
described through the Big O (ordo) notation. The Big-O notation describe how the cost of
running an algorithm is affected by the size of the input (Chivers and Sleightholme 2006).
The complexity of an algorithm is usually given in the following form O (x), where x is a
mathematical function, such as n or log (n). For instance, an algorithm may have a linear
time complexity (denoted O (n)), such algorithm will have a linear relationship between the
time consumed and the size of the input. This could be the case for a software searching for
words in a text file; if the length of the text is doubled, the software will need to search
twice as many letters: resulting in a linear relationship between search time and text length.
Some algorithms have a constant time complexity, the time consumption of such algorithm
does not relate with the size of the input; this could be the case when searching the highest
value in a list that is already sorted: the highest value will always appear at the top of the
sorted list, no matter how many entries the list contains.
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The sorting itself can be done at various time complexities: the worst sorting algorithm is
arguably the WorstSort, an algorithm that is designed to never complete (Lerma 2014). The
sort function of the Python language uses TimSort, having an average time complexity of O
(n * log (n)) (https://wiki.python.org/moin/HowTo/Sorting).
The complexity of an algorithm may be determined theoretically or by running the
algorithm with inputs of various sizes (Cormen et al. 2001).
1.9

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

Programming languages are the languages that programmers use to communicate with the
computer. The Assembly languages, first developed in the late 1940 are among the earliest
modern programing languages (Booth and Britten 1947). These languages are specific to a
certain computer architecture, and are low level languages in the sense that there is a strong
correspondence between the program statements and the machine code instructions (Sinkov
et al. 1963). The need of more complex algorithms, greater portability, and lower cost of
production has driven the development of a multitude of programing languages (Guarino
1978). Today there is a countless number of programing languages available. Some of these
languages are designed to solve a specific task or run on a certain machine; such languages
include Matlab (Mathworks Inc. 2016), which is designed for numerical computing, and the
BASH language, which is mainly used in the Unix shell (Ramey et al. 2009). Other
languages, such as Python (Rossum and Drake 1995) and Ruby (Flanagan and Matsumoto
2008) are designed to solve a wide variety of tasks, but are generally less optimized for any
given problem. The following sections describes three programming languages: C++
(Stroustrup 1985), Python (Rossum and Drake 1995), and NextFlow (DI Tommaso et al.
2017). These three programing languages have been used extensively through all of the
work presented in this thesis.
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C++ is a general-purpose language, created by Bjarne Stroustrup in the early 1980s
(Stroustrup 1985). C++ is to some degree and extension of C, and a significant amount of C
code may be written within a functional C++ program. C++ is a compiled language,
meaning that the source code is converted into machine code using a compiler. The
compiler takes the source code as input, and outputs a file called binary, the binary file is
subsequently executed by the user. Compared to interpreted languages, a compiled
language offers faster runtime, and allows for the sharing of the compiled binary file
(Plauger 2002). C++ is one of the most widely used languages, mainly because of its
efficiency, portability, and stable community (Oualline et al. 1997). On the other hand, C++
is widely criticized for its overly complex syntax; leading to high production cost and low
readability. As such, C++ is mainly preferred for large and complex software were control
is necessary and a higher production cost may be justified; as well as for programs that
perform heavy and complex computation, and therefore needs to be as efficient as possible.

Python is a general-purpose language released 1991 (Rossum and Drake 1995). Python is
an interpreted language, meaning that the source code is typically not compiled into an
executable file; instead the python source-code is read by an interpreter, a program that
reads the source-code and executes it directly. Interpreted languages are generally easier to
develop and debug compared to compiled languages, but are usually less efficient (Sanner
1999). Python is designed to be readable and easy to learn, it offers automatic memory
management, dynamic-typing, and many other abstractions from the machine; further
increasing its ease of use at the cost of efficiency (Rossum and Drake 1995).
Taken together, Python is a language that is easy to learn, code, and maintain; but is
inefficient compared to other languages such as C++ (Prechelt 2003). Python is ideal for
prototyping, simple scripting, and for developing tools that do not require efficiency (such
as graphical user interfaces or wrappers).
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Published in 2017, NextFlow is a relatively modern programing language. NextFlow is a
language designed for creating and running software pipelines; and contains a large set of
functions for that purpose, including interfaces to job schedulers and software environments
(DI Tommaso et al. 2017). This stands in stark contrast to python and C++, which are
general-purpose languages, lacking such specialized functionality. NextFlow was designed
to target a common bioinformatics problem: tools and pipelines are commonly designed for
a specific environment and purpose, and it’s common for tools not to function in other
environments or for other purposes. Lacking documentation, and poor programing practice
are other factors limiting the use of bioinformatic software. Nextflow aims to solve these
problems by offering a simple way of constructing and deploying pipelines, including their
environments and configuration files necessary to set up the tools; as such, Nextflow
provides a way of making bioinformatic research reproducible and more useful (DI
Tommaso et al. 2017). However, Nextflow is not the only tool aimed for solving this
problem, some notable competitors include SnakeMake (Köster and Rahmann 2012), which
is a python package; as well as Luigi, which is built using Python, and maintained by
Spotify (https://github.com/spotify/luigi).
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2 AIMS OF THE THESIS
The overall goal of this thesis was to develop tools and to evaluate technologies for clinical
detection of chromosomal aberrations using massively parallel sequencing.

The specific aims are:
•

Development of a computational pipeline for characterization of structural
chromosomal variants with WGS (Papers I, II, and V)

•

Comparison of WGS strategies for the detection of structural chromosomal variants
(Paper II)

•

Characterization of complex chromosomal rearrangements (Paper II, III, and IV).
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1

COHORT

In Paper I, the tools TIDDIT and SVDB are presented. TIDDIT was validated using WGS
data produced by the Genome in a bottle (GIAB) consortium (Zook et al. 2014),
additionally, we use a subset of the thousand genome dataset (Altshuler et al. 2010) for
validating SVDB.
All patients included in Paper II were recruited at the Clinical Genetics department,
Karolinska University Hospital (Stockholm, Sweden). The study covered 3 individuals, in
which conventional chromosome analysis had identified a complex chromosomal
rearrangement. All three patients had been referred for chromosome analysis because of a
clinical phenotype including neurocognitive deficit.
In Paper III, we reported 21 individuals carrying clustered CNV. Five of these individuals
were recruited at the Kennedy Center (Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark), two at
Sahlgrenska University Hospital (Gothenburg, Sweden), one at Linköping University
Hospital (Linköping, Sweden) and 13 at the Karolinska University Hospital (Stockholm,
Sweden). All of these 21 individuals had previously been referred to one of these hospitals
because of autism or intellectual disability.
In Paper IV, we perform de novo assembly of the WGS data of 1000 Swedish individuals;
the WGS data was produced and made publicly available through the SweGen project. The
SweGen cohort represent a cross section of the Swedish population, and consists of
individuals drafted from the Swedish twin registry and Northern Sweden Population Health
Study (Ameur et al. 2017).
All patients included in Paper V were recruited at the Clinical Genetics department,
Karolinska University Hospital (Stockholm, Sweden). In total we report 324 individuals in
3 cohorts. Cohort 1 (The validation cohort) consisted of 68 individuals harboring three
trisomies and 79 CNVs previously detected by Array comparative hybridization (aCGH) or
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multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification. Cohort 2 (The monogenic disease study
cohort) consisted of 156 individuals referred for WGS with in silico gene panel analysis
due to a clinical suspicion of monogenic disease within the areas of neuromuscular
disorders, connective tissue disorders, unknown syndromes, skeletal dysplasias, hereditary
cancer or other rare suspected mendelian conditions. Cohort 3 (The prospective study
cohort) consisted of the unselected first 100 individuals referred for aCGH in 2017.
3.2

SHORT-READ SEQUENCING

PCR-free PE Illumina WGS was performed in Paper II, III, and V; The WGS was
performed by the National Genomics Infrastructure (NGI) Stockholm (Paper II, III, and V
cohort 1), as well as Clinical Genomics Stockholm facility (Science for Life Laboratory,
Sweden) (Paper V, cohort 2, and 3). Across all studies, the coverage was roughly 30X, the
insert size 350 bp, and read length 2x151 bp.
MP WGS was performed in Paper II, and III. These libraries were sequenced and prepped
at the Kennedy Center (Paper III), or at NGI Stockholm (Paper II). In both papers, the
libraries were sequenced on the Illumina Hiseq 2500 platform. The MP libraries were
sequenced to an average depth of 3X, and the insert size was averagely 3Kbp (Paper II) or 6
Kbp (Paper III).
Linked-read sequencing was performed in Paper II, and III. The libraries were prepared by
NGI Stockholm, using the 10X Chromium controller, the resulting libraries were sequenced
to an average depth of 30X, using the Illumina Hiseq XTen platform.
All WGS data was delivered to the UPPMAX compute infrastructure, and analyzed using
various custom pipelines detailed in the following sections. In Paper V, cohort 2 and 3
were analyzed on the Clinical Genomics Stockholm production high performance
computing resource.
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3.3

PREPROCESSING OF SHORT-READ WGS DATA

Preprocessing (i.e. adapter trimming, assembly, filtering, and QC) was performed using a
variety of pipelines. In Paper II, III, and V, the Illumina short-read WGS data was
preprocessed using the NGI-piper pipeline (https://github.com/johandahlberg/piper), which
performs preprocessing and SNV calling according to the GATK best-practices for
germline WGS data (McKenna et al. 2010). The resulting data is quality controlled using
the MultiQC package (Ewels et al. 2016).
Cohort 2 and 3 of Paper V were sequenced at Clinical Genomics Stockholm, and were
therefore preprocessed using the MIP pipeline (Stranneheim et al. 2014).
The Linked-read WGS data of Paper II and Paper III was preprocessed using the
Longranger pipeline as well as the Supernova de novo assembler (Weisenfeld et al. 2017).
The contigs produced by supernova were aligned to hg19 using BWA MEM (Li 2013).
De novo assembly of the 1000 Swedish genomes was performed using the Assemblatron
workflow, a workflow modelled after FermiKit (Li 2015) (Paper IV). The resulting contigs
were aligned to hg19 and hg38 using BWA MEM, and the assemblies were quality
controlled using the Assemblatron statistics module.
3.4

ANALYSIS OF BIONANO OPTICAL MAPS

Bionano optical maps were analyzed in Paper II. The optical maps were produced by
BionanoGenomics (SanDiego,CA,USA), using the Saphyr platform
(https://bionanogenomics.com/support-page/saphyr-system). The maps were detected using
AutoDetect (version5.0svn:DM:r837),and assembled using the de novo assembly tool
AssembleMolecules (version1.0).The resulting contigs were aligned to hg19 using the
BionanoRefAligner (version5649). Finally, the results were visualized using Bionano
Access, and the SMAP files were converted to vcf using the smap2vcf script
(https://github.com/J35P312/smap2vcf).
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3.5

SV ANALYSIS

In Paper I, SV calling was performed using Manta (Li 2015), Lumpy (Layer et al. 2014),
CNVnator (Abyzov et al. 2011), Delly (Rausch et al. 2012), FermiKit (Li 2015), and
TIDDIT (Eisfeldt et al. 2017).
In Paper II, III, and V, SV calling was performed using FindSV
(https://github.com/J35P312/FindSV), a pipeline combining TIDDIT and CNVnator.
In Paper IV, novel sequences were found using samtools view (H. Li et al. 2009), selecting
out all contigs that did not match the reference genome. The resulting contigs were
clustered using CD-hit (Li and Godzik 2006), and analyzed using a variety of tools,
including BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) and NUCmer (Marçais et al. 2018).
3.6

SNV ANALYSIS

SNV analysis was performed in Paper V. SNVs were called using MIP version 6.0, a
pipeline (Stranneheim et al. 2014) that performs SNV calling using the GATK haplotype
caller (McKenna et al. 2010), samtools mpileup (H. Li et al. 2009), and Freebayes
(Garrison and Marth 2012). The resulting VCF files are combined using GATK combine
variants, and annotated using SNPEff (Cingolani et al. 2012), VEP (McLaren et al. 2016),
and GENMOD (https://github.com/moonso/genmod). The resulting calls are ranked and
sorted based on a variety of metrics, including population frequencies, inheritance patterns,
and deleteriousness (Adzhubei et al. 2013; Kircher et al. 2014).
Lastly, the calls were filtered using the PanelApp
(https://panelapp.genomicsengland.co.uk/) intellectual disability gene panel, as well as
custom human phenotype ontology (HPO) terms (Köhler et al. 2019).
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3.7

SOFTWARE AND PIPELINES

Various scripts and computer algorithms were developed in all papers (Paper I, II, III, IV,
V). All of these tools are available on Github (https://github.com/J35P312). The following
section describes a subset of such software tools.
3.7.1 TIDDIT and SVDB
TIDDIT and SVDB were developed in Paper I. SVDB is a tool for creating SV frequency
databases, and for merging and comparing SV callsets, TIDDIT is an SV caller, including
basic QC and coverage analyses. SVDB was written in Python, and TIDDIT was written in
C++. At the core, both of these tools use similar custom implementations of density-based
spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) (Ester, M., Kriegel, H. P., Sander,
J., & Xu 1996). The software differs in that SVDB cluster calls, while TIDDIT cluster SV
signals (supplementary alignments and discordant pairs). Both software outputs VCF files,
but SVDB uses VCF as input, instead TIDDIT analyzes BAM files.
The tools are independent, and SVDB may be used to analyze the calls of most of the major
SV callers (including Manta, Delly, CNVnator, FermiKit, Longranger, MELT (Gardner et
al. 2017), and ExpansionHunter (Dolzhenko et al. 2017). SVDB is available through pip,
PyPi, Github, and Bioconda (Dale et al. 2018), TIDDIT is available on Github, Bioconda,
as well as a Singularity collection (Kurtzer et al. 2017).
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3.7.2 FindSV
FindSV is an SV analysis pipeline, that performs SV calling and annotation using a BAM
file as input (Figure 10). FindSV is implemented in NextFlow, but is run using a Python
wrapper. FindSV is distributed using a Singularity collection. FindSV performs SV calling
using CNVnator and TIDDIT. SVDB merges the calls produced by these callers, and the
resulting VCF is annotated using VEP. Using SVDB, the resulting annotated VCF is
annotated and ranked according to frequency; additionally, the tool Annotator is used to
apply gene specific annotations based on the VEP annotation; Lastly, the VCF is ranked
using GENMOD. FindSV was developed during the writing of Paper I. The resulting calls
are commonly filtered according to size, frequency, or gene list.

Figure 10. A flowchart illustrating the FindSV pipeline. The FindSV pipeline performs SV
calling using two complementary callers (TIDDIT and CNVnator), and includes multiple steps for
variant filtering and annotation.
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3.8

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Statistical analyzes were performed in Paper I, III, IV. Nonparametric resampling tests
were performed in Paper III and Paper IV; these tests were implemented in python, using
the Numpy package (Oliphant and Millma 2006). In all cases, random subsets (i.e. sets of
regions) were samples across the entire genome, and compared with the observations (i.e.
regions of interests, such as SV breakpoints). A P value was obtained by calculating the
fraction of times that the randomly selected regions were more extreme than the observed
regions. Such tests were used to evaluate the enrichment of novel sequence within genetic
regions such as genes and repeat elements in Paper IV, as well as to evaluate the
enrichment of breakpoint microhomology, repeat elements and SNV in Paper III.
TIDDIT performs a variety of statistical tests, in particular, it performs clustering using
DBSCAN, and evaluates the likelihood of SV using a model similar to the scaffolder
BESST (Sahlin et al. 2014) (Paper I). SVDB (Eisfeldt et al. 2017) performs clustering
using DBSCAN and the Jaccard index(Jaccard 1901) (Paper I).
ANOVA was used in Paper IV to test for differences between thousand genomes
populations, and binomial tests were used to test for enrichments of various genetic features
close to novel sequence insertions. Linear regression and Spearman correlation were used
to evaluate the correlation between the Swedish novel sequences and Pan-African novel
sequences (Sherman et al. 2019) in Paper IV.
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3.9

MOLECULAR ANALYSES

Molecular analyses were performed in Paper II, III, and V. These analyses include aCGH,
FISH, and karyotyping.
3.9.1 Array comparative hybridization (aCGH)
Genomic DNA was isolated from whole blood using standardized protocols and used for
aCGH analysis. Three array designs were used: 1x180K custom oligonucleotide
microarray, medical exome 1x1M Agilent oligonucleotide microarray, and a custom
designed 2x400K array. The log2 ratios were plotted and segmented by circular binary
segmentation using the CytoSure Interpret software v4.10 (Oxford Gene Technology,
Oxfordshire, UK). All CNVs were classified according to the American College of Medical
Genetics (ACMG) guidelines.
3.9.2 Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was performed using standardized protocols from
peripheral blood cultures.
3.9.3 Karyotyping
Chromosome analysis was performed on metaphases from peripheral blood cultures
according to standard protocols with subsequent G-banding with an approximate resolution
of 550 bands per haploid genome. A minimum of 10 metaphases were analyzed.
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4 RESULTS
SVs are known to contribute to the phenotypic diversity and disease traits of human
individuals, and are therefore of interest in multiple fields, including rare diseases research
and clinical diagnostics. Through these studies we test WGS methods, investigate SV
formation mechanisms, and develop the SV analysis pipeline FindSV.
4.1

FindSV

FindSV is a computational pipeline that performs SV calling, filtering and annotation using
Illumina WGS data. FindSV consists of public tools, including VEP, and CNVnator, as
well as in-house developed tools; including the SV caller TIDDT and the SV database tool
SVDB (Paper I). The pipeline was validated on roughly 100 CNVs detected using
conventional cytogenetic methods, and was shown to perform favorably compared to
existing SV analysis tools (Paper I, Paper V). We show that Illumina short read WGS is
useful for finding and characterizing SV, and utilize our pipeline to detect disease causing
SV and to study the mechanisms underlying SV formation (Paper II, III, and IV). In
particular, we study complex rearrangements (Paper III), as well as novel sequence
insertions (Paper IV).
4.2

COMPLEX GENOMIC REARRANGEMENTS

In Paper III, we study 21 complex CNVs, and find that complex CNVs are formed through
a diversity of mechanisms, including chromothripsis and chromoanasynthesis.
4.3

COMPARISON OF WGS TECHNOLOGIES

Additionally, we compare multiple sequencing methods, showing that they have specific
advantages and disadvantages, and that the optimum approach for SV detection would
include multiple complementary methods (Paper II). For instance, we show that Bionano
optical maps are suitable for spanning repetitive regions, while Illumina PCR-free WGS
offers high resolution.
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4.4

NOVEL SEQUENCES IN THE SWEDISH POPULATION

In Paper IV, we find that Swedish individuals carry an abundance of sequence not present
in the human reference genome, most of which is of ancestral origin (Figure 11).
Interestingly, we find a diversity of non-reference sequence within known disease genes,
indicating that novel sequence may act as risk alleles.

Figure 11. The Origin of sequences not present in hg19. A) The number of novel sequences
mapping to public datasets. B, C) the distributions of contigs across hg38 and PT4. The colors of
the inner circle indicate the percentage density of contigs within 1Mbp sized bins (white=0%, blue
< 0.1%, green < 0.5%, yellow < 1%, orange <10%, red < 20%, magenta < 40%, 40% > black). The
figure is adapted from Paper IV.
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4.5

AS A FIRST-TIER CLINICAL TEST IN GENETIC DIAGNOSTICS

Lastly, we validate the use of clinical WGS SV detection, and show that the diagnostic
yield will be improved by using WGS as a first-tier test. In particular, we find that Illumina
WGS is a comprehensive tool, allowing for the detection of SNV, SV, repeat expansions,
and uniparental disomy (UPD) in a single experiment (Paper V) (Figure 12).

Figure 12. A pie chart illustrating clinically relevant findings in the prospective cohort of
Paper V. Each slice of the pie chart represents one individual in cases analyzed by both aCGH and
WGS.
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5 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Short-read Illumina WGS is becoming a first-tier diagnostic test; enabling the analysis of
multiple types of variation in a single experiment. Although short-read WGS is a powerful
and comprehensive test, the diagnostic yield is still relatively low (Figure 12). A systems
biology approach will be needed to improve the clinical assessment of genetic variation, as
well as to increase our knowledge of the human genome. in particular, transcriptome and
proteome analyses will be needed for understanding disease causing mutations within noncoding regions, as well as to evaluate variants of unknown significance. Therefore, the field
of medical genetics is likely to broaden, and include a wider range of tests for predicting the
health state of the patients. As the cost of large-scale molecular testing decrease, these tests
may be applied during routine check-ups; offering early detection of cancer, as well as
personalized medicine.
Similar to the great advance in the genetic field, smartphones and other mobile devices are
becoming increasingly powerful, and are used for measuring a variety of health-related
metrics in real-time. Such health-metrics include sleep patterns, social and physical activity,
as well as heart rate. These metrics may be of great use in healthcare, and is likely to be
combined with the molecular tests; perhaps using machine learning and artificial
intelligence. The combination of molecular tests and high-resolution behavioral patterns
will be of great use for assessing the health state of individuals: predicting disease and
identifying risk behavior; in the near future, we will know ourselves better than ever before.
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